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The Story
Medalynx was founded by Peter Weinstein with the idea of 
“democratizing access to healthcare data.” Medalynx is a 
secure and trusted on-line library for global healthcare data 
and much more. Medalynx partners with academic and 
industry data sources from around the world to increase the 
variety and breadth of healthcare data in their system. 

The data comes from academic medical centers, national 
health banks, and other quality sources that provide 
complex data across a variety of important clinical 
measures. This data is tracked through time allowing unique 
insights into disease causality, progression, and response to 
treatment, and includes information from biological samples, 
genomic, and phenotypic records. 

For academic researchers, biotech clinicians, healthcare 
providers, journalist, and other health and government 
leaders, Medalynx provides access to the information that 
they need to accelerate their research and answer their 
biggest questions. 

This ever-growing catalogue of data can help individuals 
and organization make key research insights or tailor clinical 
trial design. Each client pays for a subscription to the 
Medalynx library and defines a set of internal borrowers. 
Users only borrow the dataset that they need, avoiding 
excess time and cost of acquisition. 

The library provides a single sign on to all electronic data 
with the users’ credentials being managed from their own 
organizations access control environments. Medalynx is 
focused on providing a user-centric experience that uses 
uniform contracts to streamline legal engagement, data 
governance, and privacy management.

Medalynx’s founder, Peter Wienstein, has more than two 
decades of legal and business experience working and 
building global companies in biotech and pharma. With a 
doctorate in biology and immunology from the University of 
Pennsylvania and a JD from the Boston College Law school, 
Peter is a unique combination of scientist, lawyer, and 
entrepreneur. He built Genomics Enterprises, the 
commercial arm of Genomics, England that included 12 
companies. 

Why Medalynx
Medalynx joined the Batchery as an early-stage startup 
company. They had a great idea and a solid plan, including 
some initial contact with data suppliers and investors, but 
needed help taking the venture to the next level. Right from 
the start, the Batchery gave Peter and his team access to a 
large and varied group of business advisors and investors 
with skills and experience across multiple industries and 
areas of the business.

With help and valuable business feedback from the 
Batchery’s team of advisors, Medalynx was able to better 
structure its product offering and sharpen its business plan 
and operating model. Most importantly the Batchery helped 
Medalynx not only evolve and improve their investor pitch 
but enhance their ability to present to investors.

Benefits of the Batchery

• Hands on advice and business guidance

• Identified and helped connect Medalynx to key investors

• Refined and developed an engaging pitch

• Critical input and assistance on the operating model

• Introductions to venture capital groups

Medalynx Results
Soon after joining the Batchery, Medalynx was selected to 
participate in the National Science Foundation Innovation 
(I-Corps) Program, which is designed to support the 
commercialization of "deep technologies," those revolving 
around fundamental discoveries in science and engineering. 

Through the I-Corps Program, Medalynx interviewed more 
than 100 people who worked in pharma, biotech, and 
hospitals and was able to test and refine many of the ideas 
and principles that it had developed with the Batchery. One 
of the I-Corps team members was also a Batchery advisor 
to Medalynx and is now an investor and board member for 
the company.

batchery.com

The Batchery helped me develop every aspect of my 
business. They worked with me to fix my product, my 
story, and my go-to market plan—all of it. Their 
hands-on help and connections found us our first 
customer. I couldn’t have asked more from the 
Batchery, and I can’t recommend them enough.

Peter Weinstein
Founder and CEO, Medalynx
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“The Batchery helped me take my business to the 
next level. I was able to work with advisors at the 
Batchery who are now playing an active role in helping 
build Medalynx by continuing to provide invaluable 
guidance on all aspects of our business.”

Peter Weinstein
Founder and CEO, Medalynx 
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